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Abstract

One of the most significant discoveries of recent palaeoclimate research is the existence of a

distinctly repetitive series of cooling anomalies in the Glacial as well as in the Holocene. Following

the pioneering studies of Mayewski et al., (2002) and Rohling et al., (2002), these cold anomalies

are called “Rapid Climate Change” (RCC) events. The existence of such RCC events were first

recognised in the GISP2 glaciochemical record (Mayewski et al., 1997), where they are

documented as a series of time-intervals with strongly varying non-sea salt (nss) [K+] values that

run systematically (with repetition rate of ~ 1450 yrs) through the entire Glacial, into the Holocene,

and up to modern times. The most recent of these RCC-events is known as the ‘Little Ice Age’

(LIA; ca. 1450-1929 AD).

Focussing first on RCC sensu Mayewski and Rohling (cold: in the eastern Mediterranean), the

underlying atmospheric mechanism appears to have been a strengthening of the atmospheric

pressure gradients between Siberia (High), Iceland (Low) and the Azores (High). Such conditions

would support the influx of extremely cold air from the polar regions into Europe. This influx of

cold air masses into the eastern Mediterranean appears quite regularly, even in modern times, and is

typically associated with strong winds that occur for a few days to weeks during winter and early

spring (Rohling et al., 2002). This mechanism was first recognised by correlations between

Holocene sea surface temperature (SST) fluctuations in the Aegean Sea (e.g marine Core LC21),

and the Greenland GISP2 nss [K+] record (Rohling et al., (2002). Consequently, the high-resolution

GISP2 age-model can be used in archaeological studies for precise dating of the polar air outbreaks

in the Eastern Mediterranean. The GISP2 nss [K+] record forecasts the following time-intervals for

Holocene-RCC: (1) 10.2 ka calBP, (2) 8.6-8.0 ka, (3) 6.2-5.2 ka, and (4) 3000-2930 calBP

(Weninger et al., 2009). The achieved high resolution in dating of GISP2 ice-layers (Grootes et

al., 1993), in combination with recent refinements of the GISP2 and other Greenland ice-core age

models (Vinther et al., 2006), provides welcome support for archaeological studies as to the RCC-

vulnerability of prehistoric societies (Clare et al., 2009).
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Fig.1 Comparison of climate records from different geographic regions. Top: Greenland GISP2 ice-
core stable oxygen isotope record as proxy for North-Atlantic ocean temperature (Grootes, 1993);
GISPs nss [K+] record as proxy for the strength of the Siberian High (Mayewski et al., 1997);
Middle: Dongge Cave stable oxygen isotope record as proxy for monsoon intensity in China and
for the geographic position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (Wang et al., 2005); Bottom:
Dead Sea Levels (Migowski et al., 2004) as proxy for Levantine Precipitation.
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However – and now looking beyond the comparatively well-documented occurrence of RCC-

conditions in the eastern Mediterranean (Fig.1) – even such extreme “cold” anomalies cannot

represent the whole story. Similarly abrupt climate switches are recognisable in many other high-

resolution climate records, on a global scale, and of the many climate and environmental variables

to be taken into consideration in archaeological studies, another important variable is precipitation.

En passant, Harvey Weiss (pers comm, 2010), mentions he prefers to abbreviate extreme climate

variability not as Rapid but rather as Abrupt Climate Change (ACC). Awaiting further discussions,

in the following paper we use the abbreviation RCC for “cold” events, and ACC for “dry”.

With all such distinctions, we are well-advised to keep an eye on the possibility that both climatic

extremes (RCC and ACC) may actually occur simultaneously, in which case their joint (potential)

societal effects could amplify each other. We may expect such combined (seasonal) effects to have

an especially strong impact on the well-fare of prehistoric societies, with their strong reliance on the

positive outcome of farming and herding. Further allowing for limited storage facilities (which have

a typically seasonal character), the simultaneous occurrence of both extremely “bad” (cold-dry)

winters followed by “bad” (dry) summers could be devastating. Of course, in such cases we must

further allow for the biological fact that the impactof extremely "cold" winters on vegetation and

soil micro-organisms can be compensated by a warming snow-cover. Bulgarian farmers have a

saying that crops will turn out satisfactorily, following major snow-cover during the winter.

But long before we adress such (clearly important) details of climatic variability, the question arises

is it actually possible to identify such climatic extremes (RCC and/or ACC), let alone their

combination, in the archaeological record ? The method we have been exploring during recent years

is to compare and contrast the corresponding climate records with the empirical archaeological data.

What we have learnt up to now is that this method requires (1) high-resolution climate records, (2)

works best on a regional level, (3) requires supra-regional comparisons, and (4) necessitates

complementary studies as to the social sensitivity and the biophysical vulnerability of the

prehistoric communities under study (Weninger et al., 2006; Clare and Weninger, 2009). A

promising example of how to identify such envisaged “double-bad” conditions, by this method, is

available for the Levante (Gebel et al., 2009). In the Jordan Valley, synchronous to the 8.6-8.0 ka

calBP RCC cold interval, a strong drop in Dead Sea levels is documented (Migowski et al., 2006).

At the same time, a major switch in the strength and geographic position of the southeast Asian

monsoon occurred, as is documented in the Dongge Cave stalagmite (Wang et al., (2005). Despite

the wide geographic of all these records (in this case: Greenland-Levante-China), all three records
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(GISP2 nss [K+], Dead Sea levels, Dongge) show strong synchronicity in the 8.8-8.0 ka calBP time

window (Fig.1). We judge it as significant, that, the extreme climate variability (RCC and ACC) in

this time window coincides with the collapse of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic in southern Jordan (Gebel

et al., 2009). That environmental deterioration, both perhaps due to human impact and/or drought,

appears to play an important role in this process was earlier proposed e.g. by Rollefson and

Köhler-Rollefson (1989) and Bar-Yosef (2001), indeed long before the advent of high-resolution

climate records. A further time-window of major interest for climate-archaeological studies dates to

around 4.2 ka yrs calBP. It is not only remarkable that the 4.2 ka calBP drought coincides with the

abrupt collapse of the Akkadian Empire, as was first recognised by  Weiss et al. (1993). Of interest

for the envisaged forecasting method, within the corresponding time-interval (~) the proposed date

of 2170 calBC for the Akkadian collapse (Weiss, 2000) coincides well with a brief (only ~ 20 yr)

and extreme “dry-spike” in the Dongge-record at the same time (2180-2170 calBC: cf. Dongge

Cave raw data: Wang et al., 2005).

Naturally, all such “coincidences” require further studies. But it does appear promising that the

forecasting method does appear to work properly, at least in certain cases. In the present paper we

now apply this forecasting method to the transition from the Late Eneolithic (Bulgaria) resp the

Final Neolithic (Greece) to the Early Bronze Age in southeast Europe.

Southeastern Europe during the 6.2 ka calBP period (6.2-5.2 ka calBP)

What we observe in South-East Europe in the period prior to the onset of RCC-(cold) conditions

around 6200 calBP are geographically extensive trade networks that reach from the coast of the

Black Sea all the way into Central Europe. A large number of multi-layer tell sites indicate a clearly

well-organized and stratified society, with food supplies based on a mixed econom (farrming-

herding-hunting). Around 6200 calBP, an apparently sudden (decadel scale) and widespread (supra-

regional: Greece, Bulgaria, Romania) abandonment of the sometimes huge (up to 20 m high)

Eneolithic (Greece: Final Neolithic) multi-layer tell sites occurs. Then, for the following ~ 800

years, a switch from the occupation of the central tell sites (e.g. in Thessaly and the Lower Danube)

to a much smaller number of (unfortunately largely unexcavated) mono-layer sites occurs, as well

as to caves in up-land locations (e.g. Thessaly and NW-Bulgaria). These smaller sites appear to

represent a more mobile (pastoralist) mode of economy (Perlès, C., 2001). The simultaneous

widespread desertion of the densily populated central tells gives indication that a strong and

apparently abrupt supra-regional population demise occurred, that may be explained as a result of

RCC-conditions. This would apply to large parts of South-East Europe, and extend essentially

throughou the entire 6th millenium calBP. Further work is necessary, but - if confirmed - the

inferred major drop in population levels densities (presently only inferred from preliminary site-
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distribution mapping) during this RCC-interval (6.2-5.2 ka calBP) could provide us with a viable

explanation for the well-known difficulties of transfering the historical chronologies from Egypt

through Anatolia to South-East. This was previously explained by Renfrew (1973) as due to

erroneous archaeological chronology, at that time often based solely on pottery-dating, in

comparison to calibrated radiocarbon dates. However, since Renfrew’s chronological “fault line”

across the Balkans (that seperated Vinca C from Troia I by ~ 1000 yrs) coincides so well the

geographic corridor of RCC, as well as with the widespread settlement “gap” during the 6th

millenium calBP, it now that the often cited “Archaeological Revolution due to Radiocarbon

Dating” may have had its real background – not so much in supposedly fundamental difficulties of

pottery-dating - but rather in the strong social and biophysical sensitivity of prehistoric societies

towards adverse climate conditions. What we can learn from this story is simply: if pottery finds are

rare for certain periods, then pottery dating should be applied cautiously.

In support of the above hypotheses we put forward the following observations: (1) the supraregional

Copper Age system collapse in Southeastern Europe around 6200 calBP, (2) evidence for

widespread social conflict, (3) evidence for synchronous major societal changes in the following

millenium, and (4) the synchronicity of these processes with one of the strongest RCC periods of

the Holocene.
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